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करने के लए, (बी) उप थ त म असर, चतुरता म सुधार और बाहर बारी, (सी) आ मिव ास बनाएँ और (डी) आदेश के लए त काल और िनिहत आ ाका रता क गुणव ा िवक सत करना।
2. र
थान भर: - (05) (ए) खुली लाइन चाल म लया गया _________ (b) Steps are allowed back and forth. (c) The distance between two high heels in a state of
dissociation is. (D) Team Parade Crossing on word (e) Step length in double March Answer 2 (a) 11/2, b) One (c) 12 (d) 14, 1-2 (e) 30 No 3 Fill in the blanks: (10) (a) Team in ADHA Dahin Mur changes degree (I) (I) (I) (B) I am not her Distance between cadets in Tez Chaly (c) In the correct instrument,
The team takes a step forward to (D) The angle between the legs in a careful position is (e) The team in the swamp step changes the answer: 3 (a) 45 degrees (b) 45 inches (c) 15 inches (d) 30 degrees (e) 180 degrees. 4 What moments should be seen during the Hat? (05) Ans.4 (a) Bring your right hand
at a smart spherical speed to hold all your fingers together and the palm is fully open, fingers, wrists and elbows straight in a straight line. (b) The upper part of the front finger will remain in the center of the right eye. (c) Place your hand in position for a certain break. (d) Cut manually the shortest possible
route and raise the question 5 Who deserves a national salute? (05) Answer 5 (a) The question of the national flag 6 What signs are displayed in a cautious position? (05) Ans.6 (a) the body is standing, completely still not rigid. c) Eyes right your height And I'm still looking. d) Chin upright, neck straight
and collar filling. (e) Shoulder squared and forced down. (g) Trousers, elbows straight, fixed hands with body behind the seams of fingers make half of the fist and thumb loose on the front. (h) Body weight directly on both legs and knees. (i) Together with high heels form a 30 degree angle. Question 7 What is the sequence of actions when shooting? (10) Answer 7- a) Goal position. When taking a goal, the fire should take the first pressure. (b) Breathing. Before you take aim, the breath should be gradually combined. It is important to coordinate so that when approaching the point of foresight, the breath
is partially removed. (c) Shooting. The second pressure will immediately be on the correct target, taken and shot. For a second or two after firing, do not hold or discount the movement of the finger or head. (d) Perform. The grip and target must be preserved until the bullet has left the barrel. Should it be
even better to allow the bullet no. 8 to be defined by the rules of the target? (05) Focus on the north-8 target (a) to create a clear picture on the retina in the right center of the target Do it. Then focus on anticipating your eyes. b) Properly hold the rifle, as already taught and maintain with) close your left eye
and focus on foresight. (d) Black Vision through U question 6 What signs appear in a cautious position? (05) Ans.6 (a) the body is standing, completely still not rigid. (c) The eyes are just before their height and are still visible. d) Chin upright, neck straight and collar filling. (e) Shoulder squared and forced
down. (g) Trousers, elbows straight, fixed hands with body behind the seams of fingers make half of the fist and thumb loose on the front. (h) Body weight directly on both legs and knees. (i) Together with high heels form a 30 degree angle. Question 7 - What is the sequence of actions when shooting?
(10) Answer 7- a) Goal position. When taking a goal, the fire should take the first pressure. (b) Breathing. Before you take aim, the breath should be gradually combined. It is important to coordinate so that when approaching the point of foresight, the breath is partially removed. (c) Shooting. The second
pressure will immediately be on the correct target, taken and shot. Second after the shooting or For, do not keep or discount the movement of the finger or head. (d) Perform. The grip and target must be preserved until the bullet has left the barrel. Should it be even better to allow the bullet no. 8 to be
defined by the rules of the target? (05) Focus on the north-8 (a) goal to create a clear picture on the retina to get the right center goal. Then focus on anticipating your eyes. b) Properly hold the rifle, as already taught and maintain with) close your left eye and focus on foresight. (d) Upgrading remote (e)
villages with black vision U, connecting roads and providing electricity question 15 Why is national integration important to any country's progress? (10) Answer-15 Important for the following: - a) Preservation of the sovereignty and territorial integrity of the country. Maintaining peace and harmony. (c) The
development and development of the nation. (d) Eradicating poverty and illiteracy. (e) Internal security and law-enforcement. Culture and religious development. (g) Economic and industrial development. Attracting foreign investment and imports and exports Do it. Sharing technical knowledge and culture.
(k) Humility and self-respect as a nation. (l) The well-being and well-being of the people. (M) International relations and the nations of the world are worth better. Question. No.16 Write true and false (05) a) Akbar adopted the policy of Sulkul (peace with all) (b) Influence of new gods and new methods of
worship were brought to India (c) in India the British divided and multiplied politics. (d) Jesus Christ was born in the Jewish B.C. 4 BC e) Gautama Buddha was the son of Rajkumar Sukhgtan from India Answer: 16 (a) right (b) liar (c) liar (d) liar (e) the true question 17. Young people can contribute by
saying no to national construction at the personal level (d) of informal activities in the field of thought and action. Exploitation of disadvantaged people in society. (g) Fair facilities during inspection. (h) Accepting and offering bribes in all forms Q.No. 18 What are the leadership traits? Answer 18- These
areas are as follows: a) Alert (b) Bearing (c) Courage (d) Decision (e) Addiction (f) Stamina (G) Initiative (H) Honesty (i) Court (j) Justice (C) Knowledge (L) Loyalty (L) Loyalty (M) Sense of Vinod (n) Skilled (O) Dedication Q.No. 1 List of Important Values of a Good And Successful Leader? (15) - 19 It is: a) Honesty - Not theft, deceit or lies. (b) Honesty- Honesty. (c) Cleanliness - No duplicates, dissatisfaction in thought, word or action. (d) Discipline - Behavior in accordance with the necessary rules and norms (e) of selflessness - selflessness, selfishness or self-centeredness towers over personality, selfsacrifice. (F) Loyalty - True, faithful to duty, loving or responsible person/man. An institution that is loyal to the country (d) of justice - to be fair, to give the right decision. Equality - treat everyone equally. Trust - Reliability, ability, conviction in the power of some (of) support - support, encouragement or
approval. (L) Respect - Q.No feeling of admiration for someone because of them. 20 Identify two elements of perception? (10) Answer-20 (a) perception of the selection process or screening that prevents us (b) is the organization of stimulation, which means that the processed information must be ordered
and classified in some logical way, allowing us to assign funds to stimulate situations. Q.No. What are the 21 leaders? (05) Ans.21. A leader is someone who influences men and stuff to score goals. Issue 22 As a Leader Are there leaders? (05) Ans.22 (a) Born Leaders question 23 Identify duty? (04)
Ans.23 duty can be defined as moral or legal obligations and binding force and may be more well treated by senior officers and subordinates. Question 24. What are the responsibilities of a good citizen? 05 Answer 24 (a) Be faithful and faithful to the Kingdom. (b) Work with patriotism and maintain the
independence of the country. (c) Put the service in front of you. (d) Have a good understanding of debt. (e) Take care and protect the government. (F) to be a high character. (g) Consider the right of other citizens as important as their rights. Disster management March-29 Q.No 25-Defin disasters? (10)
Answer 25 - Disaster makes any asymmetrical event natural or made by a person who brings too much into the area, making it difficult to cope with the situation through suffering and local resources. There are two types of disasters, both natural and human. Q.No. 26 What are natural disasters? (10) (a)
Associated with wind - storms, cyclones, storms, storm surges and tidal waves. (b) Water-related - floods, cloud raids, flash floods, excessive rains and c) land-related earthquakes, tsunamis, remnants, and North 27 (a) accidents. Collapse of road, rail, air, ocean and construction buildings. (b) Industrial
accidents. Gas leaks, explosions, chaos and security breaches. (c) Fire. Buildings, coal and oil. (d) Wildfire. Wildfires in tropical countries are often the result of humans. Pollution/pollution of poison. Food, water, illegal alcohol and epidemics. (f) Terrorist activities. (g) Environmental. Pollution (air, water,
noise), soil degradation, loss of biodiversity, global warming, sea level rise, toxic waste and nuclear accidents. War. Conventional, chemical and nuclear. Q.No. What are the 28 different types of social services? (b) Family welfare, health care, family planning and nutrition. (c) Providing water and fuel for
cooking, roads, electricity and sanitation. (d) Old age support system. Social assistance, social security, care and security. Entertainment, sports and social activities. Issue number 2. What are the different arguments for the reservation policy? (05) Answer-29 (a) Social diversity is desirable on campuses
and workplaces. Bring the hidden talent of society. (b) One way to do this is to provide comfortable entry criteria for lower-level (c) difficulties faced by individuals The shortfall is due to a lack of places and job opportunities at vocational colleges. What are the different points against the booking policy? (05)
Economic conditions should be the basis for the reservation response-30 a. (b) the decision on reservation is made in the light of political interests. (c) The distribution of caste-based quotas is a racial form contrary to the Law on Discrimination and, therefore, Equality. (d) Merit has been seriously
undermined by the reserved of seats for some caste systems that remain at the heart of the reservation policy. Q.No. Identify Family Planning 31? (03) Answer 31. Family planning is defined individually as a voluntary, responsible decision and couples on the desired size of the family and the time of birth.
Q.No. 32 What are the different methods of family planning? (05) Answer-32 (a) Vesectomy. Traditional contraceptives, such as condoms and diaphragm. Q.No. 33 - Identify HIV? (02) Answer 34 - HIV (human immunodeficiency virus) - is a virus that gradually destroys the body Q.No. 35 What is the role
of cadets in relation to society? (5) Answer 3 (a) Develop a sense of loyalty to the community in which it belongs. Work towards national integration and loyalty to the country Do. (c) Actively participate in the country's development plans directly, involving itself or spreading development ideas and helping
others participate in development. Hygiene and sanitary Mars-29 No.2. No 36 What is cleanliness? (03) As36. Hygiene Science, which deals with the principles of promoting health, personal No. 37 What is hygiene? (02) Ans.37 Hygiene is the art of keeping yourself and the surrounding area clean and
clean. Q.. No. 38 What is personal hygiene? (05) b) cleaning the body and skin. Q.No. 39 How to get clean water? (05) Q.No. 40 What are the types of restroom? (05) Ans.40 (a) Water Transport System Q.No. 41 What are the preventive measures for malaria? (b) When using mosquito nets (c) the use of
mosquito repellent (d) avoids water stagnation near the area, leaving (e) to wear a fully covered dress (F) to spray kerosene oil in stable drainage water. Question 42 What is the importance of cleanliness? (04) Ans.42. Public health depends on hygiene. Clean hygiene takes care of physical environment,
people's habits, food quality, water and air Q.No. 43 - What are the different adventure activities of the ground base? (04) Answer 43. (a) Climbing. (d) Cycling and motorcycle campaign. 44: What do you understand from the courage of training? Answer: 44 cadets/cadet of the NCC Youth was trained to
develop quality leadership, confidence, determination and a sense of team spirit. ENVIRONEMT and ECOLOGY Signs -12 No 45 - What Affects the Greenhouse? (05) Answer 45 - This effect, caused by the increase and increase in carbon dioxide from the use of chlorofluorocarbons due to global
temperature and ozone depletion, poses Q.No greatest threat to the survival and survival of humans and flora and fauna.46 What are the consequences of environmental degradation? (02) Answer 46. (a) Global warming. Issue 47. What is the role of NCC cadets in environmental degradation? (05)
Answer 47- NCC cadets can take the following measures to prevent environmental degradation: - (b) Guide and motivate family and friends to control environmental degradation. (e) Train people Q.No. 48 - What is the name of the army orders? (05) Answer 48 - a) Northern Command question 49 - The
name of combat weapons? (03) No. What is Map 50? (05) The Ans.50 map is a proportional representation of all its natural and terrestrial parts, shown by some traditional human signs Did. Q.. No. What is the use of 51 Maps? (05) Answer: . 51 (a) to find your position. Determine the direction from one
object to another. (c) Explore the different features of the earth on the map. (D) plan steps during the war. Name five parts of compass number 52. (05) Ans.52 (a) Thumb Ring. No. What are the 53 cardinal numbers and types of responses? (05) Ans.53 (a) North (B) South (C) East (D) West True North,
Magnetic North End Grid North 54. Attract the following traditional signals? (0 Answer: 54 a) Jal Vasant (b) Tumble (c) Gurudwara (d) Masjid (e) Fort No 55 What are the uses of the compass? (05) Answer: . 55 (a) answer to the question. Set the map. Regional Crafts and Martial Arts Marks-30 No. 56
Identify Field Crafts? (05) The answer to the 56th Field Ship is the art of using the land and best use weapons Q.No. 57 What covers all items in the field ships? (05) Answer- 57 (a) Details of the land. Identification and description of targets. (e) What are the different types of grounds and explain with
weapons and without agitation Issue No. (10) North 58 (a) Broken Field. It is uneven and is usually tampered with noula crash into the ground and field. It is suitable for infantry and obstacles (b) flat and open ground. It's also land with a small coating, for example. Shrubs, hedges and similar leaves. It is
not suitable for infantry pitch during the day. (c) High ground. The hill land is far from the normal level of the area. This makes it easier to observe or dominate the area around the fire or both. (d) Dead Earth. A field hidden from the scene of the supervisor's accident. question 59 - What are the different
ways to go the distance? (05) Answer- 59 (a) Unit of Measurement. question 60 - What is the sequence of goal pointing? (05) Answer - 60 The easiest way to remember this sequence is to remember the word GRAD. The sequence is as follows: - Essentially filling the introduction (WPN and ECUPT)
Mark-21 No 61 spaces; (05) (a) Effective range of 7.62 mm SLR 'I. (c) Expansion of SMC (d) LMG can be stripped in (E) Number of groves in 7.62 mm SLR is Answer: 61 (a) 275 MRT (b) 3 magazine (c) Stan Machine Carbine (d) Five (e) six z.No 62 Subsequent response: - (a) Reef 7.62 mm SLR in kuK).
(B) I'm not her. Is the RAAF 7.62mm SLR weighing with Huai magazine? c) 3 - Is the reef 7.62 mm SLR an effective kitana range? d) RIF 7.62 mm men's SLR kits are filled round? (e) How bad is the name RIF 7.62 mm SLR? The answer is a 7.62 mm self-contracted rifle. Q.No. 63 riff 7.62mm SLR
cleaning accessories likho? Pull through (06) Ans-63 (i). (iv) Gas-regulatory propeller driver. (v) Cylinder/Cylinder Brush Cleaning Camera. (vii) Graphite tube lubricant. Military History of Signs-16 Q.No. 64 Write a brief note in approximately 50 words about the Battle of Haldigati (08) Answer: 64 (a) Battle
of Khaldigati was fought between the Rajputs and the Mughal army (b) between 20,000 Rajputs and 80,000 great Moguls. (c) The battle was fierce but uncertain. (d) Maharana Pratap was saved by his married brother, although the famous believers, defending Maharana, died. The question: No.65 Answer
to the following question: (08) (a) During what period did Akbar rule the Mughal Empire? (b) who was head of the Indian army during the Indo-Pak War of 1971. (c) Who was the fourth war fought between India and Pakistan? Answer: 65 (a) October 15, 1542 - October 27, 1605 (b) General SFM
Manekshaw later FM. (c) Kargil War No.1. Available for the following questions: Note the correct answer from: - (5) 1. In 'Disashram', the distance between two steps in inches is . (Vu?) a) 12 (b) 9 (c) 16 (d) 10 2. How many steps are taken from the front and back rows in the open line of traffic? ('Open
Line-Move',,?) a) 3 (b) 1 1/2 (c) 2 1/2 (d) 1 3. In Bagal Shastri, on what part is the right hand? ('Bagal Shastri'?) a) Butt (b) Pistol clutch (c) small (d) trigger butt 4. What kind of salute is allowed to the governor of a state inspired by his jurisdiction? (,?) (a) General Salam (b) Rashtriya Salam (c) Salam
Shastri (d) None of the above 5. When giving the Honor Guard to the Prime Minister, there is an authorized rank and file (Honorary Guard,?) a) 120 (b) 150 (c) 100 (d) None of the above q2. Fill in the gaps with the correct answers: - -- (6 x 1 and 6) The purpose of the drill is to create a feeling (I) (I) (i) (b)
The common salute is given to dignitaries at the post (c) I do not go the word command for dressing (I) (D) Salam (i) (e) In March, the number of steps per minute is a) Discipline, bearing/bearing. Mercy Alternate (C) bedridden (right) Bayan Attributes Part -II: Training Weapons (8 marks) No. 3. with the
right answers Fill in the location. (5 x 1/2 and 21/2) 1. When adjusting the thumb spring, which side does the limit increase? (09/12, 9:52 a.m.) Asha Dee: No 3. Fill in the gaps with the right answers. (5 x 1/2 and 21/2) 1. When adjusting the thumb spring, which side does the limit increase? a) The right side
(b) side of the butt (c) muzzle (d) None of the above 2. 22 How many rifle loops 'pull through' are there? a) 1 (b) 3 (c) 2 (d) 4 3. In Lying Position the base of the vertical triangle is created ('Lie'?) a) Breast (b) Elbow (c) Earth (d) Shoulder 4. When firing a weapon, which hand should pull the rifle in the
shoulder? a) Left (b) right (c) Both (h) No 5. During the shooting, what force is given height to fight? a) Movement (b) Speed (c) Wind Effect (d) Gravity No.4. Fill in the gaps with appropriate answers in English. (5 x 1/2 and 2 1/2) (a) The rifle will be th (b) The amount of pressure you get when you press the
trigger, c) the rifle is called a load when in the camera. (d) The diameter of the bull (central circle) in the four-foot target is (E) Fish Point of Influence Issue 5. Write any three store names needed to clean the rifle? (3) No6. Fill in the gaps with the right answers. (10 x 1/2 and 5) a) India The President was (
(i) (b) Jainism was founded by S. (C) The most famous king of the Vijayanagar Empire was 'I am. (D) Natives of the Indian Peninsula were (b) India was the cradle (I) (F) In 1885, the Indian National Congress was founded by W. (I) (G) I am not by it holy book Sikhism (I) (D) I am not x. The movement Exit
from India was launched by Gandhiji in the year 8. (1 x 1 and 12) (a) The process by which someone is motivated to act in the desired manner, called (i) (b) a person can order the respect of others only if he knows that his (I) c) character of a person is performed in (i) (d) According to the order of the
person issued by the correct authority, (i) e) sharing the facts, thoughts, thoughts, choices and emotions of two or more persons called (I) (F) Sir Winston Churchill said only five words in his main speech in his school post-World War I (g) discipline teaches (me) (me) (me) (H) Following God's order as
given prudence is (i) (j) NCC cadets will stand on (I) (I) (I) (F) Never, ever, ever gave (g) self-control, correct behavior 9. List any five important duties of a good citizen (5) a) be loyal and prepare for him (e) Care and Government Protection (g) Consider the right of other citizens. (h) Expose those against 0.
List five lead traits that can improve 'character' (5) when religiously adhering ncc a certificate question paper in hindi pdf
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